
PRODUCT BENEFITS

Network operators are facing exponential growth in
data traffic that is straining network capacity yet have
limited ability to increase prices to cover costs of
capacity expansion. ClearSky’s Total Traffic Manager®
with SmartShaping technology intelligently controls
data traffic volume and enables new subscriber service
packages that can increase revenue. Total Traffic
Manager can provide an immediate return on
investment by reducing congestion and improving
subscriber experiences the moment it is deployed in
your network.

The growth of streaming video is the most common
cause of network congestion. Total Traffic Manager
actively monitors and analyzes data traffic as it flows
through the network and can differentiate video
streams such as Netflix and YouTube. It then takes
action based on detailed analysis and a set of pre-
configured rules. The end result is the ability to create
new services, satisfy existing subscribers with fair
allocation of resources, and reduce the need for
expensive network capacity expansion.
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Some of the key capabilities of Total Traffic Manager
(TTM) include:

Video Optimization - TTM can intelligently
manage video buffering and sizes of video streams
with SmartShaping to relieve the network but not
noticeably affect the subscriber experience.

Roaming Cost Reduction - TTM SmartShaping
identifies when a subscriber is on a roaming
network and can apply special policies to reduce
data consumption when roaming.

Dynamic Policy Enforcement - TTM detects the
problem in real-time and with SmartShaping,
automatically begins applying targeted policies to
alleviate the network congestion either network-
wide or down to the individual cell sector.

Flexible Data Plans - TTM enables a wide variety
of data purchase plans quickly and easily such as
Speed Capped Unlimited Plans, Social Medial Only
Plans, and Usage Tracking with Top Up.

PRODUCT FEATURES
In-depth analysis of data traffic and policy
enforcement.

Works in parallel with existing PCRF/PCEF
equipment.

Combination of cloud-hosted components and
on-site components.

Ongoing policy creation and updates included
in the service.

Total Traffic Manager
Traffic and Policy Management with SmartShaping™

Immediate control and reduction of video and
other high volume traffic.

Reduces the need for additional investments in
network expansion.

Rapid and low cost deployment with in-network
components combined with cloud architecture.

Supplements in-house resources with access
to experts in policy management.



How does TTM minimize congestion on a data
network?

TTM takes into account four areas of input:
subscriber usage profile, subscriber location,
amount of congestion and application awareness.
TTM uses these characteristics to target and
alleviate the congestion. TTM can provide
congestion control at all levels of the network
including individual subscriber, cell site, cell site
backhaul and at the ISP connection point.

How can TTM increase revenue?

Network operators can increase revenues by using
TTM to enable subscribers to “top-up” when
threshold limits are reached. TTM provides both
alerts to subscribers they are reaching their limit
and can generate a payment screen, which is tied
to the billing system. TTM also allows for more
tailored data plans, such as a social-media-only
package, which gives the subscriber an entry-level
data plan for the most popular sites (like Facebook
and Twitter) while prohibiting more data intensive
applications such as video streaming and VOIP.

What type of reporting is available through
TTM?

Extensive reporting of network-wide data usage is
included with the TTM service. Reports include
total bandwidth, data usage by application and OS,
streaming video provider analysis, heaviest users
during peak hours, and much more. Reports are
delivered via email on a regularly scheduled basis.

Can ClearSky assist with non-standard
configuration or special features?

ClearSky’s professional services team will be
happy to work with you to define and implement
custom functionality.

Haven’t found the answer you’re looking for?
Please contact Sales or your ClearSky Account
Manager for more information.
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Total Traffic Manager consists of an in-network
Enforcement Platform that monitors and controls the
data traffic and a cloud-based Control Platform that
provides intelligence and reporting.
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